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Abstract: The first version of the OpenMI standard was developed as a joint effort of 
several European research organizations. OpenMI stands for Open Modelling Interface and 
aims to deliver a standardized way of linking environmental models at run -time. In the new 
version of the standard several new goals were defined based on experience obtained during 
migration and use of the OpenMI-compliant models. This includes on one side different IT 
aspects such as better object-oriented design of the standard and re-use of well-known 
engineering practices and patterns. On the other side, after successful implementation of 
OpenMI in many environmental models it was also decided to extend scope of the OpenMI 
standard to a broader set of applications such as GIS data types, monitoring databases, 
running models in parallel (versus sequential pull-driven approach), improved workflow 
management and many others. This paper gives the details of OpenMI 2.0. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The first version of the OpenMI standard was developed with an extensive focus on 
coupling of the numerical models, primarily in the field of surface and ground water 
hydraulics. Although notice was taken of the needs of other domains, e.g. economics, this 
hardly influenced the outcome of the OpenMI version 1.4. However, usage of OpenMI in 
these other domains, e.g. in the SEAMLESS project (Knapen et al. [2009]), or during 
application of OpenMI for web-based systems (Goodall [2007]) have shown that OpenMI 
requires considerable improvements to fit more properly to these type of applications (see 
Gijsbers et al. [2010], for details and argumentation).  
Also for other reasons OpenMI turned out not to be perfect yet. While the list of OpenMI-
compliant models grew1 it became clear that there were more issues to be considered then 
the domain area only. Better support was needed for time independent models, for algebraic 
models, and for GIS based applications. 
Another important reason to adjust OpenMI was more technical: improve the quality of the 
standard by applying more object-oriented design patterns (Gamma et al. [1994]), and by 
using language and platforms specific features such as events, properties and standard 
collections, as available in both the .NET Framework and java. Making the standard more 
                                                 
1 See the list of OpenMI-compliant models on http://openmi.org  
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IOutput.GetValues() andValues property of IInput and IOutput interfaces must be thread-
safe. The OpenMI 2.0 does not imply that all its methods need to be thread-safe, for 
example linking components to each other most probably will happen in a single-threaded 
environment. 
 
 
Figure 5 Linkable component state chart diagram 
 
2.6 Pull and Loop driven approach –the actual data exchange between components 
 
In OpenMI 2.0 components can support two ways of control flows, called pull-driven and 
loop-driven. In the pull-driven control flow (default) components work like in OpenMI 1.4,  
Which means that a component may call its own Update(), as well as the GetValues()call 
on output items of the other components. 
Another way to run components (loop-driven) assumes that components or exchange items 
should never trigger their own Update() call, nor the Update() and GetValues() of other 
components and their output items. Propagating the system by means of the Update() call 
should happen somewhere outside, in the control program containing these components. 
The loop driven approach requires more careful implementation, but it also opens a new 
ways to run components. For example, it allows control program to run components in the 
different threads, processes of even machines. In order to specify if a component supports 
loop-driven way of work a new property was introduced on ILinkableComponent: 
bool ILinkableComponent.CascadingUpdateCallsDisabled  { get; set; }. The default value is 
false, which means that component is allowed to trigger other components. If this property 
is set to true, the component must never trigger other components. Usually this  means that 
when a componentrequires certain input for its input exchange items that is not available on 
the related output exchange item of a connected component, the component should change 
its status to WaitingForData and check if the data is available during the next Update() call. 
 
2.7 Improvements of the component’s persistent state management. 
 
OpenMI 2.0 facilitates a way to handle persistent states of linkable components. In the 
previous version it was only possible to trigger a component to remember its state, resulting 
in a string identifying the remembered state. The new version allows external programs to 
remember component states. In this case component must implement IByteStateConverter 
interface in addition to IManageState, see Figure 6. 


